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EZ's Green Sweater corrections, Jan 2010
Dear Knitter,
We have found some errors as well as misleading information in EZ's Green Sweater instructions.
Please print this PDF and insert it into your leaflet. You only need this correction if your leaflet has a red
border and red schoolhouse logo on the cover. The corrected version has a green logo and border. The bold
red text below has been amended. We apologize for the mistakes.
- Size: 36” (40”, 44”, 48”), 3/4-sleeve length
- Row 13 (WS): Purl. Turn. Repeat Rows 12 & 13 a total of 5 times [190 (210, 230, 250) sts]. These
increased sts produce the front facings which will fold under later.
Cut Steeks (page 2)
You now have four steeks: main body, neckline, two sleeves. Secure and cut all steeks using the Sewing
Machine (see page 4) or Crochet. Fold the cut steeks to the inside and stitch them down using sweater wool
or sewing thread. On each side of main body, fold under steek (2-1/2 sts) plus an additional 5 sts, so
mitred edges meet at lower corner.
Knit Sleeves
Put 31 sts (from underarm waste yarn) onto your working needle and knit them, pm. Knit-up (see page 4)
approximately 3 sts for every 4 rows around the armhole, pm. (Depending upon your row gauge, you may
have between 130 and 180 sts.) Join to knit sleeve in the round and begin underarm gusset decreases as
follows:
Round 1: K1, ssk, k25, k2tog, k2, ssk, knit until 3 sts remain, k2tog, k1. You are working 'k2tog, k2, ssk' at
each of the marked corner points.
Round 2: Knit.
Repeat Rounds 1 & 2 a total of 6 times. The sets of decreases get closer together each time you work Round 1.
(Round 3: k1, ssk, k23..., continue as established.)
Now mark the two center-top sleeve sts.
Round 13: Continue gusset decreases as established, and begin decreasing at top of sleeve also (k2tog, k2,
ssk). You are decreasing 6 sts with each repeat of this round.
Round 14: Knit.
Repeat Rounds 13 & 14 until 11 sts remain between the underarm markers. Stop gusset decreasing. Place a
marker at center underarm.
Continue sleeve, decreasing every other round at the top of sleeve as established, until approx. 41 sts remain.
For longer sleeves, after a few decreases, reduce the decrease rate to every 3rd round.

